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You must have heard the line â€˜Smoking is injurious to health.â€™ But no smoker takes this line seriously.
The main problem with the smoking is that it not only affects the smoker but also other non-smokers
of his or her family members. This is called second hand smoking which is more dangerous for
children. The cigaretteâ€™s habit becomes a disease after some time so the smoker finds himself
unable to leave smoking. But the coming of electronic cigarettes has raised a ray of hope among all
smokers.

Electronic cigarettes give you all the feelings of actual cigarette. Although it feels like an original
one, but this is harmless. You donâ€™t have any fear of throat or lung cancer. This device delivers
nicotine or non nicotine by cartridges. Electronic cigarette uses an atomizer for heating the liquid
nicotine into smokeless and waterless vapor which produced from electronic cigarettes. 

This cigarette is activated by the smoker by inhaling into electronic cigarette cartridge. The micro
chip in the battery of cigarette, activated as the smoker inhales and he feels as he is smoking real
cigarette. When you inhale it is not smoke but water vapor mist which looks like actual smoke.

Other advantages of electronic cigarettes:

Electronic cigarettes are available in many flavors like methanol, coffee, grape, and tobacco and
chocolate. So you donâ€™t need to take a toffee after smoking as you use to take after actual cigarette
for vaporizing the bad breathe.

No government has put any restriction on the use of electronic cigarettes so you can smoke it
wherever you want. If you want to smoke it in any public place then no police man will stop you or
fine you.

There is no second hand danger to your spouse or children. Sidestream smoke is non existent and
vapor is produced rather than smoke.

The survey shows that usually man smoke inn parties or social functions. His peer group forces him
for smoking.  But now you can boost yourself with electronic cigarette and no body will ever know
the reality. It is very difficult to differentiate between actual and electronic cigarette.

So when you have non-injurious smoking device in the form of electronic cigarettes then you should
enjoy it.
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